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ABSTRACT 
Signed graphs are assigned to systems of points in a metric space. Special cases are 
investigated. 
1. Let us formulate the following general problem. Let a metric space R, 
a class C of finite unordered systems S of elements from R, and a positive 
number d be given. If  S ~ C, S = {P l  , . . . ,  P,~}, Pi ~ R, denote by G(S) 
a signed non-directed graph with m vertices corresponding to the 
elements Pl ,..., P,~ ; two vertices corresponding to Pi and Pk (i ~ k) are 
joined by a positive edge if and only if the distance p(p~, p~) < d, and 
by a negative dge if and only if p(Pi ,  Pk) ~ d (hence they are not joined 
if and only if p(Pi , P~) = d). 
The problem is to characterize the set of all signed graphs that can be 
expressed in the form G(S) for some S ~ C. 
In the present paper, we shall be concerned with the only case that R is 
the spherical (n -- 1)-space (i.e., the space of all unit vectors in a Euclidean 
n-space with the metric p(x, y) ~ arc cos(x, y) where (x, y) denotes the 
inner product of x and y) and the number d is equal to 89 The results 
are contained in Section 4. 
2. Let us first recall here some notions of graph theory and introduce 
some notation. By a signed graph we shall understand a finite non-directed 
graph without loops and multiple edges uch that its every edge is endowed 
with a plus or minus sign. A subgraph of such a graph G is a signed 
graph whose vertices are vertices of G and whose edges are edges of G 
with the same signs. The subgraph of a signed graph G with the same set 
of vertices but with its positive (respectively, negative) edges only will 
be called the positive (respectively, negative) part of G. It will sometimes 
be convenient to use the term zero edges for the edges of the complement 
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of the given signed graph. Accordingly, to any signed graph G there 
exist three graphs G ~ G +, G- with the same set of vertices as G has such 
that G + is the positive, G- the negative, and G o the zero part of G and 
any two of these graphs are edge-disjoint. Edges in G o t3 G + will be called 
non-negative, in G o w G- non-positive, etc. 
As usual, we shall say that a signed graph G is connected if the graph 
that arises from G by omitting the signs of edges is connected. In a 
corresponding sense we shall be using the notion of a component of 
a signed graph. 
A subgraph G1 of a signed graph G will be called generated if the 
following condition is satisfied: if Va is the set of vertices of G1 and i, k are 
any two different vertices in V1 then ik is an edge in G 1 if and only if it is 
also an edge in G and the signs in both graphs coincide. 
For brevity, a graph with m vertices will sometimes be called m-graph 
(e.g., 3-graph, 4-graph, etc.). We shall also simply say that a graph G1 is 
contained in a given graph G2 if some subgraph of G2 is isomorph to GI .  
Let G be a signed graph with the set of vertices V and let V 0 C V. 
We shall define the operation of (-- 1)-multiplication of G at the subset V0 
in the following manner: the resulting graph G 1 has the same set of 
vertices V and the same set of edges as G but possibly other signs. I f  both 
vertices of an edge uv or none of them belong to Vo, uv will have the same 
sign in G1 as in G; if exactly one of the vertices u, v belongs to Vo, uv will 
have in G~ the sign opposite to that in G. 
A (--1)-multiplication of G is a (--D-multiplication of G at some 
subset Va of V. It is clear that if G~ arises from G by a (--  1)-multiplication 
and G2 from G1 by a (--1)-multiplication then G2 can be obtained from G 
by a (--1)-multiplication. 
In the sequel, we shall need another notion. We shall call a signed 
graph G positively bipartite if every circuit of G contains an even number 
of positive edges. The following simple lemma is fulfilled: 
(2.1) A signed graph is positively bipartite if and only if it can be brought 
by a (-- 1)-multiplieation i to a negative graph. 
PROOF: Let G be a negative signed graph, let Vo be a subset of its 
vertex set. I f  we perform the (--1)-multiplication of G at the set V o , 
the resulting graph is positively bipartite since in any circuit there is an 
even number of edges connecting a vertex from V o with a vertex not 
belonging to Vo 9 
Let G now be a positively bipartite graph. Choose exactly one vertex 
in each component of G and denote by Vo the set of those vertices u of G 
with the following property: there exists a path from a chosen vertex 
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to u in G which contains an even number of positive edges. Since G is 
positively bipartite, any path between two vertices from V0 contains 
an even number of positive edges and any path connecting a vertex 
from V0 with a vertex not belonging to V 0 contains an odd number of 
positive edges. It follows that an edge in G is positive if and only if exactly 
one of its end vertices belongs to V o . This means that if we perform 
the (--1)-multiplication of G at the set Vo we obtain a negative graph, 
The proof is complete. 
Finally, we shall turn our attention to the connection between graphs 
and matrices. If A ---- (a~k) is a real n-rowed symmetric matrix, we shall 
call by the signed graph of A the signed graph with n vertices, say 1, 2 ..... n, 
each of which corresponds to one row of A; two vertices i and k (i ~ k) 
are connected by a positive (negative) edge if and only if a~ > 0 (a~ < 0). 
It is clear that if G is the signed graph of a real symmetric matrix A 
and i fD is a real non-singular diagonal matrix then the signed graph G x of 
the matrix Ax = DAD can be obtained from G by a (--1)-multiplication 
at that set of vertices which correspond to negative diagonal elements 
of D (or at the set of all the remaining vertices). 
3. In this section, we shall introduce some geometric notions and 
investigate some classes of vector systems. 
(3.1) DEFINITION. Let a finite system S of vectors in a Euclidean space 
be given. Let r be the rank of S, i,e. the maximum number of linearly 
independent vectors in S. We shall say that S is an independent system 
if any r vectors in S are linearly independent? 
In the sequel, we shall need the following simple properties of such 
systems. 
(3.2) Any subsystem of  an independent system of vectors is independent 
as well. 
PROOF: Immediate. 
(3.3) Let S be an independent system of  n vectors with rank r in an 
r-space E~, r < n. Then there exists no non-trivial direct decomposition 
of E~ into subspaees uch that all vectors of S are contained in the union 
of these subspaces. 
PROOF: Let 
1 2 s 
E~ --- E 4- E + "" + E(s ~> 2) 
x In the theory of approximation, an analogous condition is called Haar's condition. 
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be a non-trivial direct decompo.sition of E~ such that all vectors of the 
system S are contained in U~=I E. Denote by S~(j = 1 ..... s) the set of all 
1 
vectors of S which are contained in E. Clearly S~ c3 St = 0 for i ~ j. I f  
J 
nj is the number of vectors in S~., rj ~ 0 the dimension of E, we have 
r :  ~ rj, n :  ~ nj. 
j=l  j=l  
Since n > r, n~. > r~. for some j. Hence there exist in S t some rj + 1 ~< r 
vectors that are linearly dependent. This contradiction proves the assertion. 
(3.4) Let S be an independent system of n vectors with rank r, r < n. 
Then there exists no non-trivial decomposition of S into two subsystems 
such that any two vectors from different subsystems are orthogonal. 
PROOF: Let E~ be the space containing all the vectors from S. Assume 
that S = S1 w $2 is a non-trivial decomposition of S such that a ~ $1, 
b E $2 implies (a, b) = 0. Denote by E '  the linear subspace of E~ spanned 
by all the vectors from $1, by E" the orthogonal complement of E'  in E~. 
However, E~ = E'  + E" is a direct decomposition of E~ with the property 
that all vectors from S are contained in E 'u  E". This contradiction 
with (3.3) completes the proof. 
(3.5) DEFINITION. Let r and n be integers, 2 <~ r ~ n. We shall 
denote by C(n; r) the class of all independent systems of n vectors with 
rank r in a Euclidean r-space Er , by C+(n; r) the subclass of C(n; r) which 
consists of systems contained in an open half-space in E, , by C-(n; r) the 
subclass of C(n; r) which consists of systems which are contained in no 
closed half-space of Er. 
(3s REMARK. It is clear that C-(n; r) is non-void only if n > r and 
that, in this case, it contains exactly those independent systems of n vectors 
in E,  with rank r for which the zero vector is a positive linear combination 
of all vectors of the system. 
(3.7) DEFINITION. Let n ~ r ~ 2, n, r integers. We shall denote by 
G(n; r) the set of all signed graphs which correspond to systems S of class 
C(n; r) in the following manner: G belongs to G(n; r) if and only if there 
exists a system S ~ C(n; r), S = {Pl ..... Pn} and a one-to-one correspondence 
u~ +-+ Pi of the vertices of G to the vectors Pl ,..., Pn such that uiuk is positive 
i x ,  
(respectively, uiuk is negative) ~ and only if the angle PiPk is acute 
(respectively, obtuse). 
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Similarly, we denote by G+(n; r) and G-(n; r) the set of all signed graphs 
that correspond in the same manner to systems of classes C+(n; r) 
and C-(n; r). 
(3.8) REMARK. It is easy to see that this definition is in conformity 
with the definition of the distance graphs for the case of a spherical 
( r -  1)-space and the distance d = 89 and dasses which can easily 
be derived. 
Let us recall now the well-known correspondence b tween the systems 
of vectors in a Euclidean space and positive semidefinite matrices. 
I f  S =- (a t ,  a2 ,..., an} is a system of vectors then its Gram matrix 
F(S) = ((ai, ak)) is positive semidefinite and the rank of F(S) is equal 
to the rank of the system S. 
Conversely, if A----(a~k) is any real positive semidefinite matrix of 
order n and rank r then there exists a system S of n vectors with rank r 
such that A ---- 1"(S). 
It is clear that in this correspondence independent systems of vectors 
correspond to positive semidefinite matrices with the property that if r is 
the rank then all r-rowed principal minors are different from zero. 
Further, if S is an independent system of vectors then its signed graph 
G(S) is also the signed graph of the Gram matrix F(S). 
4. Results. In this section we shall prove the main theorems. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let n be an integer, n ~ 2. Then G(n; n) consists of 
all signed n-graphs, 
PROOF: Let G be a signed graph with n vertices 1, 2,..., n. Let E be a 
sufficiently small positive number. Define an n-rowed symmetric matrix 
A = (aik) by 
aii ~ 1 for i = 1 ..... n, 
a~k = ~ sign ik if ik is an edge in G, 
a~k ---- 0 otherwise. 
Since A is positive definite for small ~, it corresponds to an independent 
system of n vectors with rank n. Hence G ~ G(n; n). Conversely, every G 
in G(n; n) clearly has n vertices. 
(4.2) THEOREM. Let r and n be integers, 2 <~ r < n. l f  a signed graph G 
belongs ~o G-(n; r) then the negative part of G is connected. 
PROOF: Suppose that G ~ G-(n; r) and that there exists a non-trivial 
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decomposition N = N1 w N 2 of the set N = {1,..., n} of its vertices 
such that ik e G, i e N1, k e N2 implies sign (ik) >~ O. The graph G 
corresponds to an independent system al ..... a, of vectors in Er with 
rank r such that (cf. Remark (3.6)) 52~=1 ~ia~ = 0, ~i > 0 for i e N, 
with (ai, ak) >~ 0 for i e N1, k ~ N2. 
Now, 
i eN 1 k~N 
\ 1 i~N1 iENI'k~N2 
so that, both summands being non-negative, (ai, a~) = 0 for all i e N1, 
k E N~. This is a contradiction to (3.4). 
(4.3) THEOREM. Let r and n be integers, 2 <~ r < n. I f  a signed graph G 
belongs to G(n; r) then G is connected. 
PROOF: Let G ~ G(n; r) so that there exists an independent system 
S = {aa .... , an} of vectors in Er with rank r such that G = G(S). Assume 
that G is not connected. Then there exists a non-trivial decomposition 
N = N~ u N2 of the set N = {1, 2 , . ,  n} of the vertices of G such that 
there is no edge ik in G where i ~ Na and k e N2. Consequently, ai is 
orthogonal to ak for i e N1, k e N 2 . This contradiction with (3.4) completes 
the proof. 
(4.4) THEOREM. Let n >~ 2. The set G-(n; n -- 1) consists of exactly 
those signed n-graphs the negative part of which is connected. 
PROOF: By (4.2), it suffices to show that any signed n-graph G the 
negative part G- of which is connected belongs to G-(n; n -- 1). Denote 
by I, 2,..., n the vertices of G and define a symmetric matrix B = (bik) 
of order n by 
bik = -- 1 if the edge ik is negative in G, 
b~k = 0 if the edge ik is non-negative in G, 
b i i=  -- ~ bik. 
k~si 
Since G- is connected, B is irreducible and, for a suitably large positive 
number c, the matrix P = c / -  B (where I is the identity matrix) is 
non-negative and irreducible. According to the Perron-Frobenius theorem 
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for non-negative matrices (cf. [1]) there exists a simple positive eigenvalue 
p of P uniquely determined by the fact that the corresponding eigenvector 
may be chosen positive. However, Bj  ---- 0 where j is the vector all coordi- 
nates of which are equal to one. It follows that e is an eigenvalue of P 
with the eigenvector j since 
(e I - -  P) j=  B j=  O. 
Consequently, c I - -P -~ B, which is positive semidefinite, has 
rank n -- 1, and, since j is the essentially unique vector z such that Bz -= O, 
all principal minors of B of degree smaller than n are positive. 
Define now a matrix A = (a~k) of the same size by 
ai~ = bik whenever ik is non-positive in G, 
ai~ = E whenever ik is positive in G, 
ai i  = - -  E a ik ,  i = 1,..., n, 
kvSi 
where ~ is a positive number so small that all principal minors of A of 
degree smaller than n remain positive (as in the case ~ = 0). 
The matrix A is then easily seen to be a Gram matrix of an independent 
system S of n vectors with rank n -- 1 in Euclidean (n -- 1)-space E,_I .  
Since the sum of these vectors is the zero vector, these vectors are contained 
in no closed half-space of E,_ I .  Moreover, the signed graph of S is 
isomorph to G so that G ~ G-(n; n -- 1). The proof is complete. 
(4.5) THEOREM. Letn  ~ 2. The set G(n; n - -  1) consists o f  all connected 
signed n-graphs. 
PROOF: By (4.3), it suffices to show that any connected signed n-graph G 
belongs to G(n; n -  1). Let K(G) denote the set of all graphs obtained 
from G by (--1)-multiplications at all possible subsets of vertices of G. 
Among all graphs in K(G) let Go be a graph with the largest number of 
negative dges. Suppose that the negative part Go of Go is not connected 
and let Vo be the set of vertices of Go which belong to one component of G o. 
I f  we perform the (--1)-multiplication of Go at the set Vo we obtain 
a graph Gi E K(G) with more negative dges than Go 9 This contradiction 
proves that G O is connected. According to (4.4) there exists an independent 
system So in C(n; n --  1) such that Go = G(So). Let Go arise from G 
by the (--1)-multiplication at the set V 1 of vertices. I f  we replace those 
vectors of S O which correspond to vertices in V 1 by their opposite vectors, 
the resulting system S will also belong to C(n; n -  1) and G = G(S) 
will be satisfied. The proof is complete. 
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(4.6) Let r andn be integers, 2 ~ r ~ n -- 2. Then every graph in G(n; r) 
contains at least one positive edge. 
PROOF: Let G belong to G(n; r) so that for some independent system 
S=(aa , . . . ,an}  of n vectors with rank r we have G= G(S). Let 
I '(S) = A = (aik) be the corresponding Gram matrix. Suppose that 
G contains no positive edge. Then, ai~ ~ 0 for i :/: k and, for some e > 0, 
the matrix P -~ cI -- A is non-negative. By (4.3), G is connected so that 
P is irreducible. According to the Perron-Frobenius theorem there 
exists a simple positive eigenvalue p of P such that any eigenvalue A of P 
satisfies ]•l ~ P. Let us show that p = c. Since A has rank r < n, 
e is an eigenvalue of P so that c= I el ~p .  On the other hand, 
A = cI -- P is positive semidefinite so that e -- p which is an eigenvalue 
of A is non-negative. Hence c = p. However, p is a simple eigenvalue 
of P so that p I - -P=A has rank n - -1 .  This contradiction with 
r ~< n -- 2 completes the proof. 
(4.7) THEOREM. Let r and n be integers, 2 ~ r ~ n -- 2. Then every 
graph G in G(n; r) has the following properties: 
1 ~ Every generated (r 4- 1)-subgraph of  G is connected. 
2 ~ No generated (r 4- 2)-subgraph of  G is positively bipartite. 
PROOF: The first property follows immediately from (3.2) and (4.3). 
To prove the second property, observe first that, by (4.6) and (3.2), 
G cannot contain a negative generated (r § 2)-subgraph. The rest follows 
from (2.1) and from the fact that a graph G1 obtained from a signed 
graph G by a (--  1)-multiplication belongs to G(n; r) if and only if G does. 
Now, we shall present several simple lemmas. 
(4.8) Let G ~ G+(3; 2). Then G is connected and contains at least one 
positive edge. 
PROOF: Obvious.  
(4.9) The set G(4; 2) does not contain any quadrilateral with non- 
negative sides and non-positive diagonals. 
PROOF: This is an immediate consequence of 2 ~ in (4.7). 
(4.10) The set G+(5; 2) does not contain any pentagon with non-negative 
sides and non-positive diagonals. 
PROOF: Denote by G a graph pentagon with vertices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
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the sides 12, 23, 34, 45, 51 of which are non-negative and the diagonals 
non-positive. Suppose that G belongs to G+(5; 2). Then there exists an 
independent system of five vectors in a Euclidean half-plane 
S = {a l ,  a2,  a3,  a4,  as} 
such that the angles satisfy the inequalities (a 6 = a l ,  a7 = a2) 
A /x .  
aia~+ 1 ~ 89 a~ai+2 ~ 89 i = 1 ..... 5. 
It follows that the vector a2 lies in the convex angle spanned by al and an, 
a3 in the convex angle spanned by a2 and a4, aa in the convex angle 
spanned by a3 and a5 9 Hence, 
89 ~ ala 5 > a2a 4 >~ 89 
which is a contradiction. 
(4,11) The set G(6; 2) does not contain any 6-subgraph of any of the 
graphs in Figures 1-4 (where full lines mean positive and dashed lines 
negative dges). 
PROOF: Let us assume first that a 6-subgraph G 1 of the graph ~1 
in Figure 1 belongs to G(6; 2). Then there exists an independent system 
S = {al ,..., ae} of vectors in a Euclidean plane such that G1 = G(S). 
Let a 6 correspond to that vertex in ~1 all adjacent edges of which are 
negative. It follows that the system Sa = {al ..... as} belongs to C+(5; 2) 
so that G(S1) ~ G+(5; 2). However, this leads to a contradiction with (4.10). 
The rest follows from the fact that the graphs in Figures 2, 3, and 4 
can be obtained from ~ by (--1)-multiplications. 
We are now able to prove the two main theorems. 
(4.12) THEOREM. Let n ~ 2. A signed n-graph G belongs to G+(n; 2) 
if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
1 ~ Every generated 3-subgraph of G is connected and contains at least 
one positive edge. 
2 ~ No generated subgraph of G is a polygon with 4 or 5 vertices all 
sides of which are non-negative and all diagonals of which are non-positive. 
PROOF: It follows from (3.2), (4.8), (4.9), and (4.10) that every graph 
in G+(n; 2) has the two properties. 
To prove the converse part, we shall proceed by induction with respect 
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to n. I f  n = 2 or n = 3, the theorem is trivially true. Hence let G be a 
signed graph with n ~ 4 vertices satisfying 1 ~ and 2 ~ and assume the 
theorem is true for all graphs with less than n vertices. Let G +, G-, and G o 
denote the positive, negative, and zero parts of G. We shall distinguish 
the following four cases: 
A. The graph G- contains no edge. Let us show that G o contains then 
at most one edge. Suppose that two different edges h i ,  h2 belong to G ~ 
By 1 ~ hi and h2 have no vertex in common and the quadrilateral in G 
with diagonals h~ and h2 yields a contradiction with 2 o. 
(1) ...i / 1\ ~ 
/ / I \ ~. 
/ / I \ "x  
~c / 1 k ":0 
I"~"-, ./ I ",.-'1)'1 
/ \ ~-.. I /K  / l  / \ / ~ ! / /  \ . / /  
/ 7,1 
/ /  .~ I %. \ /  
FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 
(4) / "~ '~.  
/ ' "  / I \ \ \  / t / I x  ~. 
I ' , . ? - - _ ! / \ /  I ' ' I r 
- - .~ /  
FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4 
Since there exist independent systems of n vectors in the Euclidean 
half-plane with all angles acute without exception or except exactly one 
angle which is right, the theorem is true. 
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B. G- contains at least one edge and G § is not connected. By 1 o, 
G § cannot have more than two components and every component of G § 
is a complete graph. Let us show that G o contains at most one edge. 
Supposing hi and h2 are two different edges in G ~ they cannot have a 
vertex in common and each of them joins the two components of G § 
Hence there exists a quadrilateral in G with opposite sides hx and h2 
and two remaining sides positive whereas both its diagonals are negative. 
This contradiction with 2 ~ proves that G o contains at most one edge. 
It is easy now to construct an independent system of n vectors S in the 
Euclidean half-plane such that G ~ G(S).  Take two systems of vectors, 
each respectively with the cardinality of one of the components of G § 
the vectors of each system suitably close together, and place them into 
a half-plane in such a way that the two nearest vectors of both systems 
span an obtuse or a right angle according to whether G o contains no or 
one edge. 
C. G- contains at least one edge, G § is connected and there exists 
an edge uv in G § such that for all remaining vertices w the edges uw and vw 
belong to the same of the graphs G § G-, or G ~ For this last fact we 
shall use the saying that G admits symmetry at the edge uv. 
Observe that then, by 1 ~ there is no edge in G o adjacent o u or v. 
Denote by ~ the graph obtained from G by deleting the vertex v and 
all the edges adjacent o v. Since ~ has n -- 1 vertices and satisfies both 
1 ~ and 2 ~ there exists an independent system ~q of n --  1 vectors in a 
half-plane H~ such that ~ = G(~). Let p be the vector corresponding 
to u and let q ~ p be a vector in //2 which is sufficiently close to p. 
Evidently, S ~- ~q u q is independent and satisfies G = G(S).  
D. G- contains at least one edge, G § is connected, and G does not 
admit symmetry at any positive edge. 
Let u0 be a vertex in G with the minimum number of positive edges 
and, if there are at least two such vertices, let Uo have, moreover, the 
maximum number of negative edges. Denote by ~ the signed graph 
obtained from G by deleting the vertex u0 and all edges adjacent to u 0 . 
Let first ~ admit symmetry at a positive edge vw such that one of 
the edges UoV, UoW (both cannot be by 1 ~ is in G ~ Let UoV ~ G ~ Denote 
by Go the signed graph obtained from G by deleting the vertex w and 
the edges adjacent o w. 
Since Go satisfies 1 ~ and 2 ~ and has n -  1 vertices, there exists an 
independent system S~ of n -- 1 vectors in a half-plane H2 such that 
G,, = G(S~,). Let p be the vector corresponding to v, P0 the vector 
corresponding to Uo 9 Hence p is orthogonal to Po. Let q :7~ p be a vector 
in H~ sufficiently close to p and such that the angle p0/'~ is acute or obtuse 
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according to whether UoW is positive or negative in G. Then evidently 
G(S~ u q) = G and this case is settled. 
Hence we can assume that whenever ~ admits symmetry at a positive 
edge vw then none of the edges UoV and uow is in G ~ Let us prove now 
the following assertion: 
(P) Whenever x and y are different vertices of  G such that UoX is positive 
and uoy non-negative in G then xy is positive. 
PROOF: Assume that xy is non-positive in G. Let, first, Uoy be positive" 
Since uo has the minimum number of adjacent positive edges in G, there 
exists a further vertex t such that xt is positive and uot non-positive. 
According to 2 o, yt is negative. Similarly, there exists a further vertex z 
such that yz is positive and Uo z non-positive. Hence, by 2 o, xz is negative. 
Since both edges Uot and UoZ are non-positive, tz is positive and Uoxtzyu o 
is a pentagon that contradicts the assumption 2 ~ 
Let now uoy belong to G ~ Then, by 1 ~ xy is negative. According to 
the minimality condition of Uo there exists a further vertex z such that UoZ is 
non-positive and xz non-negative. Since, by I% yz is positive, we have a 
contradiction to 2 ~ .
Since ~ satisfies 1 ~ and 2 ~ and has n -  1 vertices, there exists an 
independent system N = {al .... , an-l} in a half-plane //2 such that 
= G(S). We can assume that the vectors ai are denoted in such a manner 
that for i = 2,..., n -- 2 the vector ai is contained in the convex angle 
spanned by the vectors ai-1 and ai+~. Let ul and U,_l be those vertices 
of G which correspond to the vectors al and a, -a.  Let us show that 
exactly one of the edges UoU~, UoU,_l is positive. 
If  both the edges UoU~ and UoUn_~ were positive or both non-positive 
then, by (P) or 1 ~ ulun_l would be positive. Hence ~ would be a complete 
positive graph and G would admit symmetry at the edge uau,_~, which 
is a contradiction. 
Hence we may assume that UoU ~ is positive and UoUn_a non-positive. 
Suppose for a moment hat there exists a positive edge vw in ~ at which 
admits symmetry. Since none of the edges UoV and UoW is in G o and since G 
does not admit symmetry at vw, UoV and UoW have different signs. Let ai 
and aj ,  i < j, be the vectors corresponding to v and w (say ai to v). This 
means that, if as is any other vector, then the angles aias and a~as are both 
acute or both obtuse (they cannot be right by 1~ Suppose that there exists 
an index k such that i < k < j. The angles aia~ anq akasare then also both 
/N. , 
acute or both obtuse. Consequently, aia~ being acute, G admits symmetry 
at the positive edge vt where t is that vertex which corresponds to ak. 
Hence UoV and Uot have different signs so that UoW and Uot have the same 
582/7/2-4 
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signs. However, this is impossible since then G admits symmetry at the 
positive edge wt. It follows that j = i + 1. 
This consideration enables us to denote by u 1 ..... u,_, the vertices of 
corresponding toa, ,..., a~_ x in such a manner that the following additional 
condition is satisfied: if 0 admits symmetry at the positive edge uiui+, 
(i ~ 1 ..... n -  2) then uoui is positive and u0ui+l is negative. (This is 
possible since uou , is positive and UoU,~_l non-positive.) 
We shall show now that if UoUi is non-positive and 1 ~ i < k ~< n -- 1 
then UoUk is negative. 
Suppose that UoUk is non-negative. By (P), u,uk is positive so that the 
/ x ,  /~  
angle a,ak as well as all the angles asat where 1 ~< s < t ~< k are acute. 
Since both the edges UoUi, UoU,_, are non-positive, uiun_, is positive by 1 ~ 
Hence all the angles asat where i ~ s < t ~< n -- 1 are acute. It follows 
/ x .  /~  
that all the angles asai as well as all the angles a~ak are acute for 
1 ~ s ~< n -- 1, i :/& s =/: k. Thus, ~ admits symmetry at the (positive) 
edge uiuk so that k = i + i by the preceding considerations. However, 
this implies positivity of UoUi, which is a contradiction. 
Let now j be the. maximum integer for which UoU~ is positive and define 
H~ as that half-plane which contains a, and whose border line is defined 
by the vector an_,. I f  UoUj+, belongs to G ~ define a vector ao in H~ 
orthogonal to aj+l 9 I f  UoUj+l is negative, choose a vector bo in the interior 
of the convex angle spanned by a~- and a~+, and define a vector ao in Hs 
orthogonal to bo 9 Since both the edges UoU~+, and UoUn_ 1 are non-positive 
then either j § 1 = n -- 1 or uj+,un_, is positive. In this second case 
a~+,an_, is acute so that a 0 exists in H~. It is easy to check that the system 
S defined by S w a0 is an independent system in a half-plane which 
satisfies G = G(S). The proof is complete. 
(4.13) THEOREM. Let n >~ 2. A signed graph G with n vertices belongs 
to G(n; 2) if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
1 ~ Every generated 3-subgraph of G is connected. 
2 ~ No generated 4-subgraph of G is positively bipartite. 
3 o. No generated 6-subgraph of G is a subgraph of any of the graphs 
in Figures 1-4. 
PROOF: I f  G belongs to G(n; 2), it has the properties 1% 2 o, and 3 ~ 
by (4.7) and (4.11). 
Let, conversely, G satisfy 1% 2% and 3 o. Choose one vertex u in G 
with the maximum number of adjacent edges and perform such a 
(--1)-multiplication that the new graph 0 will have all edges adjacent 
to u negative. Let Go denote the graph obtained from 0 by deleting the 
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vertex u and all edges adjacent o u. As is easily seen G O satisfies conditions 
1 o and 2 ~ in Theorem (4.12). It follows that there exists an independent 
system So of  n - -  1 vectors in a half-plane//2 such that Go = G(So). 
Let us distinguish two cases. First, let u be joined with all other n -- 1 
vertices of  G by an edge. Then we shall choose a vector ao in the plane 
containing H 2 in such a manner that a 0 spans obtuse angles with all 
vectors from S O . Then, ~ = G(So w ao), so ~ ~ G(n; 2), and therefore 
G E G(n; 2). 
Let now u be joined with not more than n --  2 vertices by edges in G. 
It follows from 1 o that then the graph G O containing all the zero edges 
of  G is regular of  degree 1. Hence u is joined with a vertex v in G ~ The set 
of  all remaining vertices can be decomposed into 89 --  2) subsets each 
of them containing two vertices joined by an edge in G O . To each subset 
there corresponds a right angle in //2. The vector a s corresponding 
to v is contained in none of  these convex right angles since otherwise 
there would exist a quadrangle in G which is positively bipartite. Let 
now ao be the vector in the plane containing H~ which is orthogonal to as 
and is not contained in / /2 .  It is easy to check that the system S O t3 a0 is 
independent and G = G(S o w ao). Hence ~ ~ G(n; 2) and G ~ G(n; 2) as 
well. The proof  is complete. 
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